Dear Editor, Across various specialty intensive care units (ICUs), 12-16 % of patients meet established triggers for palliative care (PC) consultation [1] . However, a challenge to the expansion of specialized PC in these settings is that ICUs have unique "cultures, " which may affect how PC consultants are used [2] . We conducted a study to assess how use of PC consultation differs between types of ICUs by examining (1) frequency of consultation, (2) whether reasons for consultation differ across types of ICUs, and (3) whether additional PC needs were addressed during consultation.
We performed a retrospective study of adult ICU patients admitted between August 2013 and August 2015 at a single academic medical center with multiple specialty ICUs: medical (MICU), cardiac care (CCU), surgical (SICU), cardiothoracic (CTICU), and neurological (NICU). All units, with the exception of the CCU, have a closed staffing model with an intensivist-led primary team that directs care and is responsible for calling consults. During the study period, no protocols were used to standardize PC consultations. We examined rates and reasons for PC consultations, and compared differences between ICUs using χ 2 and Fisher's exact test. To gain a more detailed understanding of the PC needs assessed, we conducted a chart review of 125 randomly selected patients who received consultation (25 from each ICU) and examined additional PC needs that were addressed [see "Methods" in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM)].
Of 13,344 ICU admissions, 689 (5.2 %) had a PC consultation; there were notable differences for certain patient characteristics across ICUs (see Table 2 in the ESM). Rates of consultation differed significantly between ICUs, with MICU patients most likely to receive a consultation (9.8 %), while those in CTICU and NICU were least likely (2.0 % and 1.9 % respectively) (p < 0.001). The most common reasons for consultation across all ICUs were "Goals of care" (75.6 % of all consults) and "Patient/family support" (66.6 %). While consultation for certain PC needs was similar across ICUs (e.g., "Goals of care"), rates of consultation for other needs (e.g., "Symptom management", "Pain management") differed markedly ( Table 1 ). The vast majority of patients had additional needs addressed throughout consultation (94.4 % during initial consultation, 83.2 % during follow-up); the percentage of patients with additional needs was not significantly different between ICUs (Fig. 1 in the ESM) . Notably, 61.6 % of patients had recommendations for "Symptom management" and 49.6 % for "Pain management" at some point during their hospitalization.
Within a single academic medical center, we found significant differences in rates of PC consultation across specialty ICUs. While some providers requested PC to address a broad range of needs, others appeared to use PC narrowly. These disparities may reflect differences in patient populations, ICU provider preferences, "ICU cultures, " comfort of intensivists providing PC, or subjectivity within the PC documentation [2] [3] [4] [5] . Consultation resulted in a large range of additional needs being addressed, underscoring the potential burden of PC needs in critically ill patients. Further work should aim to understand reasons underlying differential patterns of use of PC services and whether this variation is associated with unmet PC needs. For patients who had consultation after readmission or transfer, this is calculated as time from the readmission/transfer visit to consultation c The majority of patients receiving consultation after transfer to CTICU were patients with end-stage heart failure who were transferred from CCU for initiation of mechanical circulatory support All ICUs (n = 689) MICU (n = 224) SICU (n = 100) CTICU (n = 70) CCU (n = 246) NICU (n = 49) p value 
